Dissertation 'Pomodoro'* writing sessions
History Dissertation Group Writing Drop-Ins

Missing the buzz of corridor chats about how Dissertations are going?
Wishing you could book a group study room in the Library to work alongside friends?

Come to a digital writing session for Dissertation students in your Department!

Join the session (camera off.) Say hi in the chat.
Then work away at your Diss in the company of other History students doing the same.

Use the chat to ask questions, exhale, check in with others.
Or, simply enjoy working in silent companionship**

LINKS: ***** ******.
Links also posted on your History Academic Support page.
Sessions recur weekly until submission and are optional: use them as and when you like.

Keep motivated. Stay on track. Get it done.

* Fun Fact: a 'Pomodoro' session is a timed slot set aside for writing as a regular scheduled activity. It’s called that because the person who came up with the idea had a kitchen timer shaped like a tomato which they used to time their writing session.

** Sessions will be student-only: no staff presence. It is your collective responsibility to ensure this functions as a respectful and inclusive space. The chat is a permanent record and will be checked periodically to ensure an appropriate standard of conduct is being upheld.